Model Profile: Saf-T-Liner C2 221TS

- **Product Type:** School Transportation
- **Year:** 2007
- **Chassis Model:** BZ 106
- **Chassis MFG:** FLNER
- **GVWR:** [GVWR]
- **Passenger Capacity:** 32
- **Headroom:** 78
- **Wheelbase:** 199
- **Brake Type:** AIR
- **Engine Type:** CATERPILLAR C7 210 DIESEL, 6 Cyl, 210 HP, 2500 RPM
- **Fuel Type:** DIESEL
- **Fuel Tank Capacity:** 60
- **Transmission Type:** ALLISON 2500, AUTOMATIC
- **Axle, Front:** AF-10-3 10,000# FF1 71.5 KPI/3.74 DROP SINGLE FRONT AXLE, 10000-lb Capacity
- **Axle, Rear:** ARS-19-2 19,000# R-SRS SINGLE REAR AXLE, 19000-lb Capacity
- **Tires, Front:** FRONT BRIDGESTONE R294 255/70R22.5 16 PLY RADIAL
- **Tires, Rear:** REAR BRIDGESTONE R294 255/70R22.5 16 PLY RADIAL
- **Suspension Front:** 8,000 Lb. TAPERLEAF FRONT SUSPENSION
- **Suspension Rear:** AIRLINER 23,000 Lb. REAR SUSPENSION

Total for 1 complete unit(s): $78,146.--
Delivery Cost: included

Includes the Following Equipment:
- *Air conditioning system*

Meets all FMVSS requirements in effect at the time of manufacture.

**Terms and Conditions:** net 10 days
**Quote Expires:** stock - subject to availability

*Detailed Specification Attached*

### Optional Equipment - Body:

1. [B61000095] BELT-ELR SHOULDER/PUSH BUT LAP
2. [B610400064] BASE-MOUNTING DRIVER'S SEAT
3. [B621639000] 39°-DEGREE REVERSE WALL-MOUNT 41"H BARRIER W/RECESSED BK,LT
4. [B621639200] 39°-DEGREE REVERSE WALL-MOUNT 41"H BARRIER W/RECESSED BK,RT
5. [B623001100] TRACK MOUNTING HARDWARE - 39° RESTRRAINING SEAT
6. [B624101196] SEAT BELT WITHOUT RETRACTOR - BLACK
7. [B624102196] SEAT BELT WITHOUT RETRACTOR - MAROON
8. [B624103196] SEAT BELT WITHOUT RETRACTOR - TAN
9. [B624339000] 39° FMVSS RESTRRAINING SEAT
10. [B660025104] PROFORM EDO GRAY UPHOLSTERY-41" HIGH FMVSS SEAT
11. [B660025120] PROFORM EDO GRAY UPHOLSTERY-41" HIGH RECESSED BARRIER
12. [D100400006] LETTERING-EMERGENCY DOOR 2' HIGH
13. [D101900000] KIT-STRAP,F.A.K STACKED ON VEST.
Optional Equipment - Chassis:

1. [FL-018-002] AIR BRAKE PACKAGE
2. [FL-093-792] FRONT BRIDGESTONE R294 255/70R22.5 16 PLY RADIAL
3. [FL-094-792] REAR BRIDGESTONE R294 255/70R22.5 16 PLY RADIAL
4. [FL-101-2CG] CAT CT 210HP ENGINE, 210 HP @ 2200 RPM, 2500 GOV, 520 FT/LB
5. [FL-103-036] ANTI-FREEZE TO -34F, ETHYLENE GLYCOL PRE-CHARGED SCA COOLANT
6. [FL-107-015] BENDIX 13.2 CFM COMPRESSOR
7. [FL-110-004] CATERPILLAR SPIN-ON FUEL FILTER
8. [FL-122-075] ALLIANCE FUEL/WATER SEPARATOR
10. [FL-132-001] AIR INTAKE WARMER
11. [FL-148-053] RPM CTL LOW VOLTAGE HI IDLE
12. [FL-149-013] CRUISE CONTROL-ELEC ENG, W/SWITCHES IN LH SWITCH PANEL
13. [FL-170-041] ADDL AUX LINES W/ MANIFOLD PLUMBING AND COMBINED SHUTOFF
14. [FL-172-001] CONSTANT TORQUE CLAMPS FOR COOLANT HOSES
15. [FL-174-002] PLASTIC BOOSTER PUMP
16. [FL-190-001] DONALDSON ONE-STATE AIR CLEANER
17. [FL-205-009] LEFT HAND SIDE-FILL FUEL TANK CAP
60 GALLON/227 LITER STEEL RECTANGULAR FUEL TANK, BETWEEN RAIL
RIGHT-HAND STANDARD HORIZONTAL TAILPIPE
870 SQUARE INCH RADIATOR
HORTON EC450 CORSAIR ON/OFF ENGINE FAN DRIVE
(3) ALLIANCE 1031, GROUP 31, 12 VOLT, MF 2280 CCA BATTERIES
STOP SIGN PRESENT WITH OUTBOARD LAMP LIFT ACTIVATION
ALLISON 2500 PTS AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
16T MERITOR MAIN DRIVELINE WITH HALF-ROUND YOKES
AF-10-3 10,000# FF 171.5 KPI/3.74 DROP SINGLE FRONT AXLE
MERITOR 15 X 4 Q+ CAM FRONT BRAKES (ROCKWELL)
FRONT BRAKE CHAMGERS - MGM LONGSTROKE
MERITOR AUTOMATIC FRONT SLACK ADJUSTERS
CHICAGO RAWHIDE FRONT OIL SEALS
GUNITE IRON FRONT HUBS
GUNITE CAST IRON FRONT BRAKE DRUMS
ARS-19-2 19,000# R-SRS SINGLE REAR AXLE
5.13 REAR AXLE RATIO
MERITOR 16 1/2 X 7 Q+ CAM REAR BRAKES, DBL-ANCHOR, FAB SHOES
REAR BRAKE DUST SHIELDS
MGW TR, LONGSTROKE, 1-DRIVE AXLE, SPRING-PARK CHAMBER, TAMP-PRO
FRONT BRAKE DUST SHIELDS
MERITOR AUTOMATIC SLACK ADJUSTERS
CHICAGO RAWHIDE (SCOT) REAR OIL SEALS
GUNITE IRON REAR HUBS
700 CUBIC INCH MINIMUM AUXILIARY AIR
BW DV-2 AUTO DRAIN VALVE, WET TANK ONLY
BENDIX AD-9 AIR DRYER WITH HEATER
ACCURIDE 29001 22.5X7.50, 10-HOLE HUB-PILOTED, 5-HAND
R WH, ACCURIDE 29001 22.5X7.50, 10-HOLE HUB-PILOTED, 5-HAND
ADJUSTABLE STEERING COLUMN
5050MM (199") WHEELBASE
5/16" X 3" X 10-1/8" STEEL FRAME 120,000 PSI YIELD
FRONT FRAME-MOUNTED TOW HOOKS
8,000 LB. TAPERLEAF FRONT SUSPENSION
AIRLINER 23,000 LB. REAR SUSPENSION
PAINTED PLASTIC GRILLE
BATT POWERED 2-POS INTERNAL DOOR CONTROL SWITCH
107DB BACKUP ALARM
DUAL ELECTRIC HОРNS
ELECTRONIC SPEEDOMETER WITH SECONDARY KPH SCALE, NO ODOMETER
ODOMETER/HOURMETER/DIAGNOS; 1X7 CHARACTER, 26 WARNING LTS, ICU3
ENGINE AND HOUR METERS INTEGRAL WITH DRIVER DISPLAY
ELECTRIC ENGINE OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
TRANSMISSION OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGE
ONE-VALVE PARKING BRAKE SYSTEM WITH WARNING
YELLOW - N5898H IMRON 5000
GRILLE: SILVER N3388H IMRON 5000
2004 EPA/CARB EMISSION CERTIFICATION
WARRANTY TOWING 2Y UNLIMITED
WARRANTY LESS DRIVETRAIN, 2 YEARS OR 50,000 MI-80,000 KM